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ABSTRACT: Novel area-selective molecular layer deposition
(AS-MLD) of polyimide (PI) on Cu versus native SiO2 was
studied. By use of 1,6-diaminohexane (DAH) and pyromellitic
dianhydride (PMDA) as precursors, PI films can be selectively
deposited on the Cu surface at 200−210 °C with a rate around 7.8
Å/cycle while negligible growth takes place on SiO2. The
selectivity was successfully demonstrated also on Cu/SiO2 patterns
at 200 °C; after 180 MLD cycles, around 140 nm thick PI was
deposited on Cu regions while <10 nm thick PI was measured on
SiO2 regions. By contrast, at 170 °C, similar growth rates were
measured on Cu (4 Å/cycle) and native SiO2 (5 Å/cycle). To
understand the origin of the selectivity, properties of PI film grown
on Cu at the selectivity enabling temperature of 200 °C have been
thoroughly compared with those grown on both Cu and native SiO2 at the nonselective temperature of 170 °C. Significant
differences in crystallinity, surface morphology, and chemical structure suggest that the PI films grown on Cu at 200 °C have a novel
crystalline interchain PI structure. According to this finding, the selectivity mechanism is proposed to derive from a new MLD
reaction mechanism catalyzed by copper ions at 200−210 °C that leads to the formation of new crystalline polymer species.
Additionally, it is suggested that small amounts of Cu ions can float on the surface of the growing PI film and thereby constantly
catalyze the MLD reaction, as evidenced by XRD, XPS, and ToF-ERDA. The high catalytic efficiency has been also proven by using
successfully an ultrathin Cu layer, nominally 0.1 nm, as a seed layer to initiate the MLD growth.
1. INTRODUCTION
As the feature sizes in nanoelectronics keep scaling downward,
conventional photolithography that has served as a long-term
reliable approach for semiconductor nanofabrication is facing
greater challenges than ever in terms of resolution, edge
placement accuracy, and cost-efficiency.1,2 Area-selective
deposition (ASD) as an alternative scheme has therefore
been gaining a lot of interest lately.3 In contrast to the top-
down lithography based on etching, nanopatterning by ASD is
a bottom-up approach to selectively deposit film material only
at the desired surface regions without the need for etching.
Moreover, the capability to direct the film deposition in a fully
self-aligned manner offers ASD great potential as a more
efficient and reliable nanopatterning technique to complement
or even replace the current lithography route.4
In the family of ASD techniques, area-selective atomic layer
deposition (AS-ALD) has been extensively studied due to both
the unique properties of ALD5 and the feasibility to control
ALD growth spatially by simply modifying chemical nature of
the substrate surface.6 It is well-known that the ALD growth is
initiated by surface reactions between vapor-phase precursors
and reactive sites present on the substrate surface. Therefore,
by locally manipulating the surface chemistry of the substrate
before ALD, we can limit the film growth to specific regions
while the other parts of the surface keep intact. AS-ALD by
surface modification can be classified into two main categories:
surface passivation and surface activation. AS-ALD by surface
passivation means that selected parts of substrate surfaces are
tailored inert toward the ALD chemistry. Self-assembled
monolayers (SAMs) with −CH3 tail groups are commonly
employed as surface modifiers to convert the substrate surface
inert and thus prevent the subsequent ALD growth.7−10
Alternatively, instead of deactivating the substrate surface, AS-
ALD can be achieved by locally promoting the ALD growth on
an otherwise inert substrate surface with the use of a
prepatterned seed layer as a growth stimulator. This seed
layer can either catalyze the ALD reaction11−14 or provide
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reactive sites to initiate the ALD growth.15,16 This strategy can
be extended to a fully self-aligned approach in which ALD
films selectively grow on certain materials exposed on the
surface because of the underlying device structures. Con-
sequently, film patterning can be done in only one step, which
simplifies the patterning process greatly. The self-aligned
process also provides a solution to the edge placement error
(EPE) in multilayer structure patterning.
Because of the great potential in semiconductor processing
and catalysis,17,18 AS-ALD that bases on the growth activation
through a catalytic effect of the underlying substrate has been
studied and reported in some papers. The previous work in our
group by Far̈m et al. showed that microcontact printed RuOx
seed layers efficiently activate the Ru ALD process when
RuCp2 and O2 were used as precursors at a deposition
temperature of 250 °C so that the Ru film was deposited only
on the seed layer patterns but not on bare SiO2.
14 By using
electron beam or ion-beam induced deposition (EBID or
IBID) to write patterns of a thin noble metal seed layer before
the ALD processes, AS-ALD of Pt12,13 and metal oxides (iron
oxide and nickel oxide)11 has been achieved by Mackus et al.
Herein, we extend this approach to selective deposition of an
organic polymer by MLD using the catalytic effect of Cu. As an
extension of ALD, MLD is an enabling technique for
depositing high-quality nanoscale coatings of organic poly-
mers19−22 and organic−inorganic hybrid materials.23,24 Sim-
ilarly to ALD, MLD is a surface-controlled gas-phase process in
which molecular fragments are precisely assembled on the
substrate surface in a self-limiting layer-by-layer mode.25 MLD
has shown great potential for applications such as micro-
electronics,26 catalysis,27 batteries,28 solar cells, and many
others.29,30 Because of the need for patterned organic thin films
on devices, significant efforts have been made to develop
simple yet efficient strategies for patterning organic thin
films.27,31−34 Among them, AS-MLD is regarded as a superior
tool due to the same advantages as AS-ALD.35−37
In this work, a novel approach for area-selective deposition
of polyimide (PI) on Cu by MLD is studied. This is the first
AS-MLD process that exploits the catalytic effect of the
underlying substrate surface to achieve the selective growth of
organic polymers. Earlier, surface modifiers, SAMs, have been
used to prevent MLD growth.36,37 PIs are a class of high-
performance polymers with a broad range of applications due
to their outstanding properties such as exceptional mechanical
strength, excellent resistance to heat, chemicals, and radiation,
and good dielectric properties. For instance, the semiconductor
industry has considered PI thin films to be potential low-k
dielectrics,38−40 and gate dielectrics in organic thin-film
transistors.41−43
The present work deals with several aspects of this novel AS-
MLD approach. First, the conditions for selective deposition
were identified concerning the deposition temperature and the
thickness of the Cu seed layer. To determine the deposition
temperature range for optimal selectivity, we examined the
effect of the growth temperature on the selectivity by
comparing the PI growth rate on Cu and native SiO2.
Furthermore, for the potential use of a thin Cu film as a
catalytic seed layer to promote PI growth on any inert surface,
it is essential to determine the effect of the thickness of the Cu
seed layer on the selective PI growth. For this study, Cu seed
layers with thicknesses varying from 0.1 to 150 nm were tested.
Next, the selective growth of PI on patterned Cu/SiO2 surfaces
was successfully demonstrated at 200 °C by SEM and EDS.
Finally, properties of PI films deposited on Cu at the selectivity
enabling temperature of 200 °C were compared with those
deposited on both Cu and native SiO2 at the nonselective
temperature of 170 °C. Significant differences in crystallinity,
surface morphology, and chemical structure were identified by
XRD, AFM, and ATR-FTIR, respectively. The differences in
film properties suggest that a new type of crystalline PI is
formed on Cu at 200 °C. Based on our experimental evidence
and a well-known imidization mechanism of PI formation, a
mechanism for the selective formation of the polymer with a
novel structure on Cu by MLD is proposed.
2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
2.1. Film Deposition. PI thin films were deposited in a hot-wall,
cross-flow F120 ALD reactor (ASM Microchemistry) with an
operating pressure of around 10 mbar. Nitrogen (N2, AGA,
99.999%) was used as the carrier and purge gas. Pyromellitic
dianhydride (PMDA) and 1,6-diaminohexane (DAH), purchased
from Sigma-Aldrich, were evaporated inside the reactor at 45 and 165
°C, respectively. The pulse and purge times for DAH were 2 and 3 s,
respectively. For PMDA, they were both 5 s. Films were deposited on
5 × 5 cm2 native SiO2-terminated and Cu-coated Si substrates at
temperatures of 170−220 °C with different numbers of MLD cycles.
The Si substrates were p-type Si (100) with ∼1.5 nm native oxide on
top. Cu-coated Si substrates had different Cu thicknesses of 0.1, 1.0,
2.5, 5, 10, and 150 nm. The Cu layers with thicknesses of 10 nm and
below were prepared by electron beam evaporation directly on Si, and
Figure 1. (a) Growth rate of PI MLD on Cu and native SiO2 as a function of deposition temperature. (b, c) PI thickness as a function of the
number of MLD cycles; the PI films were deposited on both native SiO2 and Cu at (b) 170 °C and (c) 200 °C. Pulse and purge time for the DAH
precursor were kept at 2 and 3 s, respectively, while for PMDA 5 s was used for both pulse and purge. Film thicknesses were measured by
ellipsometry.
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their thicknesses were measured by quartz crystal microbalance
(QCM) during the evaporation. The 150 nm Cu-coated Si wafers
were received from ASMM. These Cu layers had an adhesion layer of
around 15 nm Ta underneath. Unless otherwise noted, the Cu films
were used as received without any chemical pretreatment, meaning
that a layer of CuOx, formed upon air exposure, was present on the
surfaces.
2.2. Preparation of Patterned Cu/Native SiO2 Samples.
Patterned Cu/SiO2 samples were prepared by evaporating an ∼15 nm
thick Cu film on Si wafer through a shadow mask. The resulting
patterns had ∼50 μm wide Cu lines and ∼50 μm native SiO2 spacers
in between. Selective deposition of PI on this patterned Cu/SiO2
surface was tested at 200 °C with 180 MLD cycles.
2.3. Film Characterization. Thicknesses of PI films were
measured by a FS-1 multiwavelength ellipsometer (Film Sense) and
cross-sectional SEM (Hitachi S-4800). Surface morphology was
determined by atomic force microscopy (AFM, Veeco Multimode V
instrument). The measurements were performed in air by using Si
probes with a tip radius of 10 nm and a spring constant of 5 N/m
(Tap150 from Bruker). The images were flattened, and the roughness
was calculated as a root-mean-square value (Rq). The crystallinity of
the films was measured by a Rigaku Smartlab diffractometer using Cu
Kα radiation with an incident angle of 1°. Bonding information about
the as-deposited PI films was obtained from attenuated total reflection
Fourier transform infrared (ATR-FTIR) spectra. We characterized the
surface composition of PI films by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
(XPS) using a K-alpha X-ray photoelectron spectrometer (XPS)
system (ThermoFisher) operating at a pass energy of 200 eV for
survey scans and 30 eV for high-resolution scans. Samples were
illuminated with X-rays emitted from an Al source (Kα line) at a
photon energy of 1486.7 eV. The success in depositing PI selectively
on Cu regions versus native SiO2 regions was demonstrated by SEM
and EDX using a Hitachi S-4800 field emission scanning electron
microscope equipped with an INCA 350 EDX spectrometer.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Selective Growth Conditions. 3.1.1. Selective
Growth of PI on Cu versus Native SiO2: Effect of Deposition
Temperature. Figure 1a shows a comparison of growth rates of
PI films on 150 nm Cu-coated Si and SiO2-terminated Si
substrates at deposition temperatures of 170−220 °C. The
lower limit for the deposition temperature was 170 °C to avoid
precursor condensation because the evaporation temperature
of PMDA was 165 °C. The upper limit was 220 °C where the
growth rates on both substrates approach zero. Within the
examined temperature range, the PI growth rates on both Cu
and native SiO2 depend largely but differently on the
deposition temperature. On the native SiO2, the PI growth
rate decreases steadily with increasing temperature, from 5 Å/
cycle at 170 °C to almost zero at 200−220 °C, as reported
earlier.20 By contrast, on Cu an increase was observed in the
temperature range of 180−200 °C. Notably, this increase was
suddenly accelerated at 200 °C, where the selective growth of
PI on Cu was significant. Only at 220 °C was the growth rate
on Cu close to zero. It is common for MLD processes that
growth rates decrease with increasing temperature20,24,25,44,45
due to either the desorption of MLD precursors46 or the
consumption of both reactive ends of organic precursor
molecules by “double reactions”.24 The unusual increase in the
PI MLD rate on Cu at 180−200 °C is assumed to arise from a
new MLD reaction which becomes possible at higher
temperatures. This new MLD reaction was proved by the
finding of new polymer species in the deposited PI films, as
evidenced by XRD, AFM, and ATR-FTIR results presented in
section 3.3.
The relationship between the PI film thickness and the
number of MLD cycles was investigated on Cu and native SiO2
at both 170 and 200 °C where 170 °C represents the
nonselective temperature region and 200 °C the selectivity
enabling temperature region. At 170 °C the growth rates on
Cu and native SiO2 are 5 and 4 Å/cycle, respectively. On both
substrates, the growth is linear within the studied 600 MLD
cycles (Figure 1b). On the other hand, at 200 °C a remarkable
selective growth of PI on Cu versus native SiO2 was observed
(Figure 1c). The thickness difference of PI on these two
surfaces gets more pronounced as the number of MLD cycles
increases. Even after 300 MLD cycles the PI thickness on
native SiO2 is still much lower than that on Cu: <10 nm PI was
deposited on native SiO2 while ∼230 nm PI was grown on Cu.
Such a large thickness difference suggests that the main cause
for the slow growth on native SiO2 lays in unfavorable surface
reactions between the two precursors, DAH and PMDA,
during the steady-state film growth, rather than in a difficulty of
film nucleation on native SiO2. This is different from AS-ALD
that relies on differences in nucleation delays on growth and
nongrowth regions and the selectivity often lasts for only tens
of ALD cycles, corresponding to a selective deposition of a few
nm films on the growth surfaces.16,47−51 Such a limited
selectivity is caused by the fact that the nucleation of ALD
films eventually takes place also on the nongrowth surfaces.
Once the nongrowth surfaces are fully covered with the nuclei,
subsequent undifferentiated growth occurs on the growth and
Figure 2. (a) Growth rate of PI MLD at 200 °C on Cu seed layers with different thicknesses from 0.1 to 150 nm at the number of MLD cycles of
180 and 450 cycles. The PI film thicknesses were measured by cross-sectional SEM (b) Intensity of the Cu (111) diffraction peak measured from 5
nm thick Cu layer after PI deposition with 180, 630, and 1080 MLD cycles. Inset: the intensity of the diffraction peak from the crystalline PI film
(to be discussed in section 3.3.1).
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nongrowth regions. Therefore, the comparatively much lower
growth rate of PI on native SiO2 even after 300 MLD cycles
also suggests that the selective growth is most likely caused by
a different MLD reaction which preferably proceeds on Cu
rather than on native SiO2 at 200−210 °C. Because of the 10
nm PI deposited on native SiO2, a time-controlled etchback
with, for example, oxygen plasma would be needed for the
completely selective outcome. Such etchbacks have become
increasingly adopted for correcting area selective deposition
processes through a removal of minor deposits from
nongrowth surfaces.52−54
3.1.2. Selective MLD Growth on Cu Seed Layers with
Various Thicknesses. A study of the influence of the Cu seed
layer thickness on the selective MLD growth is important for
applications where it is essential to use as thin a Cu layer as
possible as an activator to promote the PI growth on regions of
interest. Also, this study provides convincing evidence to our
hypothesis of Cu-catalyzed MLD reaction in a continuous
mode through Cu ions floating on the surface of the growing
PI film (section 3.3).
Cu films with different thicknesses (0.1, 1.0, 2.5, 5, 10, and
150 nm) were studied as seed layers. PI growth on these Cu
layers was investigated at 200 °C with 180 and 450 MLD
cycles. The plots of PI growth rates versus the Cu thickness are
shown in Figure 2a. The PI film thicknesses were measured
from cross-sectional SEM images. Although the PI growth rate
is somewhat dependent on the Cu thickness, the variations are
small. For 180 MLD cycles, already 1 nm Cu layer is
sufficiently thick to achieve the maximum growth rate of ∼7.8
Å/cycle. On the other hand, for 450 MLD cycles 10 nm Cu
seed layer is needed for the full growth rate, though only a
slightly lower growth rate of 6 Å/cycle was measured on 1 nm
Cu layer. We also studied the MLD growth on an ultrathin Cu
seed layer with a nominal thickness of only 0.1 nm.
Interestingly, PI can grow on this ultrathin Cu layer but with
a lower growth rate of 3 Å/cycle for 180 MLD cycles and 2 Å/
cycle for 450 MLD cycles. The catalytic efficiency of Cu ions is
thus high as trace amounts of Cu are enough to initiate and
support the film growth. Although a thicker Cu layer is needed
to attain the maximum growth rate for a higher number of
MLD cycles, the differences in growth rates are small. This
result proves, indirectly, that Cu ions float on the surface of the
growing PI film, constantly and efficiently catalyzing the MLD
reaction. Thereby, only small amounts of Cu are needed for
continuous film growth. This also implies that the Cu layer is
not extensively consumed during the PI growth. Indeed, we
demonstrated that a PI film with a thickness of ∼800 nm,
corresponding to 1080 MLD cycles, can be deposited on a 5
nm thick Cu layer without a detectable consumption of the Cu
seed layer, as characterized by XRD (Figure 2b).
3.1.3. PI MLD on Reduced Copper Surfaces. The
importance of surface oxide CuOx (x = 1−2) on the Cu
seed layer as a source of Cu ions for the selective MLD process
was demonstrated by pulsing formic acid into the reaction
chamber right before the PI MLD process at 200 °C. Formic
acid is known to reduce the surface CuOx to metallic Cu.
55,56
After 300 MLD cycles, only 20 nm thick PI was measured on
the reduced substrate whereas more than 200 nm PI was
deposited on a nonreduced copper surface. This result proves
that it is most likely copper ions from the surface CuOx that
catalyze the PI growth and thereby enable the selective growth
on copper.
3.2. Selectivity Demonstration on Patterns of Cu and
Native SiO2. Selective deposition of PI on Cu versus native
SiO2 was successfully demonstrated on patterned Cu/native
SiO2 surfaces with feature sizes in the micrometer scale. The
deposition temperature was selected at 200 °C where optimal
selectivity was observed. After 180 MLD cycles, top-view and
cross-sectional SEM images clearly show that PI was selectively
grown on the Cu region (the top row of images in Figure 3).
There is around 140 nm PI grown on the Cu region while
negligible PI was deposited on the Si region (there should be
around 10 nm PI on native SiO2, which is too thin to be visible
in cross-sectional SEM because of charging, beam damage, and
the edge contrast). The bottom row in Figure 3 shows energy
dispersive X-ray maps of the Cu, C, and Si distributions on this
sample. The strong C signal on the Cu region indicates that PI
films were selectively deposited on Cu, consistent with the
observations from the cross-sectional SEM images.
3.3. Film Characterization. To the best of the authors’
knowledge, this is the first time MLD growth of PI on Cu was
conducted. Significant selective growth of PI on Cu versus
native SiO2 at 200−210 °C suggests that a new MLD reaction
could take place on Cu at these temperatures. Fundamental
understanding of reaction mechanisms in polymer MLD on a
substrate surface that possesses a catalytic effect would be
valuable for the design of new AS-MLD chemistries.
Furthermore, as will be shown below, in our study a new
crystalline interchain PI was synthesized and identified, which
can bring up new applications for the MLD−PI system.57
The key to the understanding of the reaction mechanism in
the PI MLD on Cu is to characterize the polymer species
actually formed in the film. In many of the previous
studies,20,44,58−62 ring-closed PI (Figure 4) is implicitly
assumed as the main product after polycondensation reactions
regardless of the film preparation method. However, it has
been noted that other species can also form as byproducts.
Figure 3. Patterned Cu/native SiO2 surfaces after 180 PI MLD cycles:
top-view and cross-sectional SEM images (top row); EDX images to
show the distribution of Cu, Si, and C elements (bottom row).
Figure 4. Possible polymer species formed in polycondensation
reactions between dianhydride and diamine.
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Commonly proposed byproducts are interchain and isoimide
PIs, as shown in Figure 4.63−65 The relative proportions of
these byproducts are generally at a low level, depending on the
reaction conditions and the types of monomer precursors
being used. As compared with the isoimide, the interchain PI
with a distinct 3D network structure has been more frequently
reported. Although IR spectroscopy has been widely utilized to
identify polymer species in the previous studies, it is extremely
challenging to distinguish these similar polymer species from
each other by only IR spectra because of the overlap of the
characteristic IR bands in the PI systems.60,66 Therefore, in this
work XRD, AFM, and ATR-FTIR were used together to
thoroughly investigate film properties in terms of crystallinity,
surface morphology, and chemical structure.
3.3.1. Film Crystallinity: XRD. As mentioned in the
literature, crystallinity of PI films can arise from both rigid
molecular structures of monomer precursors65,67 and inter-
molecular bonding between adjacent polymer chains forming a
3D network structure.65,68 In our study, although the
dianhydride precursor PMDA exhibits a rigid molecular
structure, the coreactant DAH has a flexible long carbon-
chain structure. This flexibility in the polymer chain prevents
the ring-closed PI from crystallizing. The previous study20 on
PI MLD on native SiO2 at 160−200 °C by Putkonen et al.
confirmed that the as-deposited PI films were amorphous and
the films also remained amorphous after postannealing at 200−
400 °C. As already mentioned, besides the amorphous ring-
closed PI, two possible byproducts can form during
imidization: the interchain and isoimide PIs. Regardless of
the monomer combination used, the interchain PI exclusively
presents a high degree of crystallinity, arising from its unique
network structure. Thus, by XRD measurements the
identification of the interchain PI becomes facile.
In this work, XRD has been used to identify the formation of
the crystalline interchain PI according to the diffraction peak at
2θ = 20°, attributed to intermolecular ordering as suggested in
many previous studies.67,69−71 In addition, by monitoring the
peak intensity as a function of the deposition temperature, one
can study the effect of the deposition temperature on the
formation of the interchain PI during the MLD process. This
understanding provides additional insights into the selectivity
mechanism of the PI MLD process since the selectivity is
heavily temperature dependent.
Figure 5a shows XRD patterns of PI films deposited on Cu
at 200 °C with different cycle numbers, corresponding to
different film thicknesses. The observation of a clear diffraction
peak at 2θ = 20° at 120 MLD cycles and above indicates the
formation of the interchain PI in the deposited film. The peak
intensity increases constantly with the MLD cycles. This
increase can be caused by enhanced film crystallinity of the
interchain PI in the deposited film or more simply by the
increase of film thickness with a larger number of MLD cycles.
The effect of postannealing of ∼200 nm thick PI film deposited
on Cu at 200 °C was also studied. After the annealing at 200
°C for 1−6 h, the PI films were characterized by XRD
immediately. No obvious changes in both peak intensity and
shape were observed as compared to the unannealed sample,
suggesting that at 200 °C the film crystallinity does not vary
with the annealing time. Therefore, it is concluded that rather
than increased film crystallinity, the formation of a thicker film,
i.e., the higher volume of the interchain PI, is the reason for the
constant increase in the peak intensity as the number of MLD
cycles increases.
Figure 5b depicts the effect of the deposition temperature on
the intensity of the diffraction peak. These films were
deposited on Cu surfaces at temperatures of 170−220 °C
with 300 MLD cycles. A clear crystalline peak appears at 180
°C, suggesting that the interchain PI starts to form already at
such a low temperature though with only a small proportion
present in the film; i.e., the formation of the amorphous ring-
closed PI still dominates at 180 °C. A slow increase in the peak
intensity is observed within the temperature range 170−190
°C, whereas a sharp increase occurs at 200 °C. At this
temperature also a rapid increase in the film growth rate was
measured (Figure 1a). Specifically, the growth rate at 200 °C is
around 7.8 Å/cycle, which is 2 times higher than that at 190
°C. The simultaneous rapid increase in both the growth rate
and the intensity of crystallinity suggests that 200 °C, found as
the optimal temperature for the selectivity, is the transition
temperature where the interchain PI starts to form
substantially and the interchain PI is most likely the main
product in the polymer film deposited on Cu. Above 200 °C,
the peak intensity drastically decreases to zero at 220 °C,
corresponding to the sharp decrease in the growth rate, i.e.,
film thickness. The decrease in the growth rate on Cu is similar
to that on native SiO2, suggesting precursor desorption to
occur also in the PI MLD on Cu, but at higher temperatures
than on SiO2.
Interchain PI was also observed on native SiO2 at 180 °C, as
seen in Figure 5c. Although this peak is quite weak, it is still
comparable to the peak measured on Cu at the same
deposition temperature (Figure 5b). The result is well in line
with the previous reports63−65 that byproducts, especially
interchain PI, form during thermal imidization processes. This
diffraction peak, however, disappears at temperatures above
180 °C, which is understandable since much thinner PI films
were deposited on SiO2 at these temperatures.
Figure 5. XRD patterns of polyimide deposited on Cu (a) at 200 °C with different MLD counts and (b) at different deposition temperatures with
300 MLD cycles. (c) XRD patterns of PI deposited on native SiO2 at different deposition temperatures.
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3.3.2. Surface Morphology: AFM. The morphology of PI
films was characterized by AFM. Figure 6 shows the
morphology evolution of PI films grown with 180 cycles on
Cu with the deposition temperature increasing from 170 to
220 °C. Figure S1 presents a more comprehensive AFM study
of the evolution of PI films on both Cu and native SiO2 at 170
and 200 °C with the number of MLD cycles.
As seen in Figure S1, the films grown at 170 °C on both Cu
and native SiO2 are smooth and featureless, as characteristic of
amorphous ring-closed PI thin films. This agrees well with the
XRD measurements. Surface roughnesses of all these PI films
are around 0.3−0.7 nm with only one exception, which is the
thinnest PI film grown on Cu with 30 cycles. The higher
surface roughness of 2.7 nm for this sample is caused by the
roughness of the pristine Cu surface (2.6 nm). As the number
of MLD cycles increases, the surface gets smoother because the
amorphous PI film planarizes the original surface.
When the PI MLD is performed at 200 °C, the PI growth
rate on native SiO2 is only 0.4 Å/cycle. Although the surface
roughness of the deposited film increases rapidly with MLD
cycles from 2.8 nm at 30 cycles to 11.9 nm at 300 cycles, no
obvious crystalline morphology is detected. Interestingly, on
the Cu surface the film deposited with only 30 cycles shows
fiberlike features. These features get more pronounced as the
number of MLD cycles increases. At 300 MLD cycles,
however, the fiberlike features are somehow suppressed. It is
suggested that CVD-like growth could take place inside the
film due to the obvious porosity observed on the film surface.
The monomers can get trapped inside the pores and react
there when the other monomer is supplied. Another possible
reason is that the fragile polymer structure cannot support the
increased inner stress as the film is getting thicker. At a certain
thickness, the fiberlike structure starts to collapse, resulting in a
partial disappearance of the features. To the best of the
authors’ knowledge, this is the first time when these fiberlike
features were observed on PI films, supporting the formation of
a new kind of crystalline polymer on the Cu surface at 200 °C.
On the basis of the previous studies on PI, as discussed above,
the interchain PI appears as the only possible candidate for the
new polymer species.
Figure 6 depicts the effect of the deposition temperature on
the surface morphology of PI films deposited on Cu. Within
the studied deposition temperatures of 170−220 °C, the
fiberlike features can be observed only at 200 and 210 °C. This
observation is consistent with the XRD measurements where
the PI film grown at 200 °C showed the most intense
diffraction peak. The fiberlike features seen in the AFM image
of the 127 nm thick PI film, grown on 150 nm Cu with 180
MLD cycles at 200 °C, have an average width of around 40 nm
and an average length of nearly 350 nm. These dimensions are
much larger than the crystallite size of 6 nm estimated from the
XRD peak broadening by using the Scherrer equation,
indicating that the features cannot be single crystals but grains
formed from several crystals.
3.3.3. Chemical Structure: ATR-FTIR. ATR-FTIR is a
sensitive characterization method for identifying organic
groups in polymer films by monitoring vibrations of atoms
and molecules. Assignments for the major peaks between 700
and 1980 cm−1 in different ring-closed polyimides are listed in
Table 1. As discussed previously, both interchain PI and ring-
closed PI can form during the PI MLD process. In the case of
the PMDA−DAH PI, the formation of the ring-closed PI is
often followed by monitoring the continuous increase of the
peaks at 1772, 1712, 1380, and 728 cm−1. Although the
interchain PI has been frequently reported, no clear character-
istic IR bands for the interchain PI have been reported yet.
Some papers, however, suggest that the formation of the
interchain polyimide can be monitored by following the
asymmetrical CO stretch (for PMDA−DAH around 1712
cm−1) coming from both the interchain and ring-closed PI
against the characteristic IR band at 1380 cm−1 that comes
only from the ring-closed PI.64,65
Figure 7 shows the ATR-FTIR spectra of PI films deposited
on native SiO2 and Cu at 170 and 200 °C. For the PI films
grown at 170 °C, all the characteristic IR bands (1772, 1712,
1380, and 728 cm−1) increase with increasing MLD cycle
numbers, indicating the continuous formation of the ring-
closed polyimide on both SiO2 and Cu surfaces. In the
meantime, for the PI films grown on Cu at 200 °C the 1712
cm−1 IR band increases drastically while no noticeable increase
is observed for the 1380 cm−1 IR band. This indicates the
predominant formation of the interchain PI. The observations
from IR agree well with the XRD and AFM results.
3.3.4. Surface Composition: XPS. High-resolution XPS was
performed on different PI samples where the PI films were
deposited on Cu (a) with the same number of MLD cycle (450
cycles) but with a different Cu thickness from 0.1 to 100 nm
and (b) with the same Cu thickness (5 nm) but with a
different number of MLD cycles from 450 to 1350 (Figure 8).
Figure 6. AFM images of PI films grown on Cu with 180 MLD cycles at different deposition temperatures. The labels show the film roughnesses
(Rq) and thicknesses.
Table 1. Peak Assignments for Different Ring-Closed PIs
imide
sym
CO
imide asym
CO stretch
imide
C−N
stretch
imide ring
deformation or
carbonyl group
PMDA−
ODA60
1775 1724 1378 weak
PMDA−
PDA61
1776 1721 1363 818
BTDA−
ODA72
1780 1726 1375 719
BPDA−
PDA72
1776 1719 1359 742
PMDA−
DAH20
1772 1712 1380 728
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In these samples, the PI films had a thickness of at least 300
nm, and therefore no copper signal can originate from the Cu
layers under the PI films. The detection of about 0.3−1.0 at. %
of copper on these PI film surfaces by XPS evidence that
copper diffuses through the growing film and presents on the
film surfaces (Figure S2 shows a survey scan and a fine scan of
XPS spectra of one representative PI sample). It is worth
mentioning that copper was present mainly as Cun+ (n = 1, 2)
ions. ToF-ERDA measurements were also attempted on these
samples, but the PI films eroded so fast during the
measurement that it was difficult to determine the existence
of copper inside the films. However, if any, concentrations of
only 0.02−0.03 at. % Cu were estimated. The existence of Cu
ions on the PI film surfaces suggests that small amounts of Cu
ions can diffuse inside the deposited PI film, as also reported in
other papers.73−76 The existence of Cu mainly on the film
surface indicates that Cu ions somehow float on the film
surface and constantly catalyze the formation of the interchain
PI. The catalytic efficiency is so high that 1 at. % or less of Cu
ions is enough for the catalytic reaction. The high catalytic
efficiency was also proved by using the nominally 0.1 nm Cu to
promote the MLD growth at 200 °C, as discussed in section
3.1.2.
3.4. Proposed MLD Reaction Mechanism on Cu
Surface. Before we proceed to the discussion on reaction
mechanisms in the PI MLD on Cu, it is necessary to clarify
that this work focuses on the understanding of reaction
mechanisms in the film growth stage, concerning the MLD
reaction between the two precursors. Reactions between the
precursors and the substrate surface in the nucleation stage are
Figure 7. ATR-FTIR absorption spectra of polyimide thin films deposited on native SiO2 and Cu at 170 and 200 °C with MLD cycle numbers
increasing from 30 to 450. In the rightmost graph, the numbers highlighted in orange represent the possible IR peaks coming from the interchain PI
while both of the numbers in orange and black represent the characteristic IR peaks from the cyclic PI.
Figure 8. High-resolution XPS was performed on different PI/Cu
samples where the PI films were deposited on Cu (a) with the same
number of MLD cycle (450 cycles) but with a different Cu thickness
from 0.1 to 150 nm and (b) with the same Cu thickness (5 nm) but
with a different number of MLD cycles from 450 to 1350.
Figure 9. Schematic diagram of the proposed surface reaction between PMDA and DAH leading to (a) the formation of cyclic PI on native SiO2
and (b) the formation of cyclic PI on Cu at 170 °C and interchain PI at 200−210 °C.
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not included since the main cause for the selectivity is
suggested to be the new MLD reaction.
Figure 9 shows the proposed reaction mechanisms on Cu
and native SiO2 at different deposition temperatures. The
reaction mechanism of imidization to form the ring-closed PI
has been well established in previous studies.61,63−65 We
believe that the MLD mechanism in the PI growth on native
SiO2 is the same, as shown in Figure 9a. Imidization is a two-
step reaction: first, diamine reacts with its coreactant of
dianhydride through reversible amidation (step 1) to form
polyamic acid, and the polyamic acid further converts to the
ring-closed PI via the irreversible ring-closure reaction (step 2).
Generally, after the rapid amidation (step 1) there is a
competition between the subsequent ring-closure reaction
(step 2) and reversed amidation (reversed step 1), leading to a
formation of the ring-closed PI and precursor re-evaporation,
respectively. As the deposition temperature increases, the
reversed amidation process (reversed step 1) gets faster than
the ring-closure reaction (step 2), resulting in a constant
decrease in the film growth rate. Although there is some
interchain PI forming at 180 °C on native SiO2, as evidenced
by XRD (Figure 5c), the rate of the reaction forming the
interchain PI is still much lower than the rate of the precursor
desorption. Thereby, the overall growth rate shows a
decreasing trend.
For the PI growth on Cu (Figure 9b), the precursors, DAH
and PMDA, first react with each other via the same amidation
process (step 1) to form the poly(amic acid). This poly(amic
acid) as an intermediate species further undergoes two
different reaction pathways. One is the ring-closure reaction
(step 2), leading to the formation of the ring-closed PI (the
C−N bonding for the ring-closure reaction is highlighted by a
green box in Figure 9b). The other way is a cross-linking
reaction between two adjacent poly(amic acid)s (step 3),
leading to the formation of the crystalline interchain PI (the
C−N bonding is highlighted by an orange box in Figure 9b).
The proceeding of the reactions 2 and 3 is highly dependent
on the deposition temperature. At 170 °C there is no evidence
of the crystalline interchain PI in the formed films. Thus, it is
suggested that amorphous ring-closed PI is predominantly
formed on Cu at 170 °C through the ring-closure reaction, the
same as on native SiO2. At 180 °C, a weak diffraction peak was
found by XRD (Figure 5b) on a 90 nm thick PI film, indicating
the onset of the cross-linking reaction leading to the formation
of the interchain PI. As the deposition temperature increases
further, the cross-linking reaction gets faster, resulting in an
increased film growth rate. At 200−210 °C, the formation of
the crystalline interchain PI dominates as evidenced by XRD
(Figure 5b) and AFM (Figure 6). Further increasing the
temperature to 220 °C causes significant precursor desorption
with a sharp decrease in the growth rate also for the interchain
PI.
According to our experimental results and the proposed
reaction mechanism for the PI MLD on Cu, it appears evident
that the selective growth of PI on Cu versus native SiO2 at
200−210 °C is caused by the preferable formation of the new
interchain PI on Cu at these temperatures. Also, as evidenced
by XPS results, small amounts of copper ions float on the film
surfaces. Hence, the unique growth and structure of PI on
copper must be caused by the presence of copper ions which
somehow catalyze the formation of the crystalline interchain
PI. This conclusion is reached based on the experimental
observations, and at this point there is no explanation for how
copper ions change the growth mechanism.
4. CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we studied a novel ASD approach in which a
high-performance polymer of polyimide was selectively
deposited on Cu versus native SiO2. It was found that the
selectivity is highly dependent on the deposition temperature.
The optimal selectivity was achieved at deposition temper-
atures of 200−210 °C where the film growth rate on Cu was
about 7.8 Å/cycle while only 0.4 Å/cycle was measured on
native SiO2.
Properties of the PI films deposited on Cu at the selectivity
enabling temperature of 200 °C were thoroughly compared
with those deposited on Cu and native SiO2 at the nonselective
temperature of 170 °C. According to the results from XRD,
AFM, and ATR-FTIR, a novel interchain PI was synthesized
and identified. The identification of the new polymer species
strongly supports our hypothesis that a different MLD reaction
proceeds on Cu at 200−210 °C.
The analysis of reaction mechanisms in PI MLD on native
SiO2 and Cu suggests that the selectivity arises from the
preferable formation of interchain PI on Cu through a unique
MLD reaction. On the basis of results from XPS, ToF-ERDA,
and XRD, it appears that Cu ions catalyze the MLD reaction at
200−210 °C, and small amounts of these Cu ions are sufficient
to constantly catalyze the MLD growth by floating on the
surface of the growing PI film during the MLD process. The
high catalytic efficiency was verified by the successful use of a
nominally 0.1 nm Cu seed layer to promote the selective
growth. Finally, the severe decrease in the growth rate, caused
by the reduction of the oxide layer on the Cu surfaces, further
confirmed the importance of copper ions originating from the
surface CuOx (x = 1−2).
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